
* A municipality may have an ordinance that does not allow the use of a Component 1.

** The mailer is the required paperwork for an exemption from planning.  A municipality may have an 
ordinance that does not allow exemptions and requires planning.

>1– acre lot(s) 
(served by onlot sew-
age disposal facilities) 
where geology is
not conducive
to nitrate-nitrogen
groundwater
contamination,
lot is outside of HQ 
or EV watershed, and 
has a permittable 
primary and replace-
ment site on each lot

NO
Mailer-Yes

Exemption**

YES
Mailer-Yes

Component 2

11 lots or more
(served by onlot 
systems)
counting all lots 
created since 
5/15/72, including      
residual land

OR

Multi-family
onlot systems

OR

High-nitrate area

10 lots or less
(detached 
single-family 
served by
individual onlot 
systems) count-
ing all lots creat-
ed since 5/15/72,
including
residual land, 
outside of 
elevated-nitrate 
area

YES
Mailer-Optional
Component 1*

YES
Mailer-Yes

Component 2

DOES PLANNING NEED TO BE COMPLETED? 
SHOULD A MAILER BE COMPLETED? 

FOR WHICH MODULE (1, 2, OR 3s) IS THE PROPOSAL ELIGIBLE?

NEW LAND DEVELOPMENT
(proposing the use of onlot sewage systems) 

SUBDIVISION
(includes two building sites on one lot)

RESIDENTIAL COMMERCIAL/
INSTITUTIONAL

12-28-09



If estimated 
flow is 800 gpd 
or more

OR

If an increase 
in flow is 400 
gpd or more to 
make the total 
anticipated 
equal to or 
greater than 
800 gpd

YES
Mailer-Yes

Component 2

>1– acre lot (served 
by onlot sewage            
disposal facilities) 
where geology is
not conducive
to nitrate-nitrogen
groundwater
contamination,
lot is outside of HQ or 
EV watershed, and has 
a permittable primary 
and replacement site 
on each lot

NO
Mailer-Yes

Exemption**

EQUIVALENT
SUBDIVISION

OFFICIAL PLAN 
FOUND TO BE 
INADEQUATE

DEPARTMENT-ISSUED 
PERMIT
(repair or

new land development)

RETAINING 
TANKS

(excluding 
malfunction repairs)

YES
Mailer-Yes

Component 2

COMMERCIAL/
INSTITUTIONAL

OR
RESIDENTIAL

(multiple-family dwelling)

SMALL FLOW 
TREATMENT 

FACILITY

YES
Mailer-Yes

Component 3s

Note: This chart only tackles the common planning components that an SEO deals with. The shown 
scenarios assume there are no municipal ordinances against using a module.

FACTS HAVE 
CHANGED

Follow individual scenarios 
to appropriate planning 

module


